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WW AND WZ PRODUCTION AT THE TEVATRON
E. LIPELES
University of California, San Diego
E-mail: lipeles@fnal.gov
This report summarizes recent measurements of the production properties of WW and WZ pairs
of bosons at the Tevatron. This includes measurements of the cross-section and triple gauge
couplings in the WW process and the first evidence for WZ production.
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1. Introduction
Boson pair production is one of the few pro-
cesses that have significant effects from triple
boson vertices at tree level. These couplings
are predicted in the standard model and are
directly related to its gauge group struc-
ture. One of the goals of diboson measure-
ments is to limit deviations from the stan-
dard model values of these triple gauge cou-
plings (TGCs). Such deviations could be
observed in either the cross-sections or in
the kinematic distributions of the observed
events. Possible causes of anomalous TGCs
include new particles in loop diagrams.1 It
is also possible for diboson final states to re-
ceive contributions from the s-channel pro-
duction of an as yet unobserved particle,
most notably the standard model Higgs de-
caying to a pair of W bosons.
This report summarizes recent measure-
ments by the CDF and DØ collaborations
of WW and WZ production at the Teva-
tron. The Tevatron produces pp collision at
1.96 TeV center of mass energy. The dom-
inant contributions to the cross-sections for
WW and WZ production are the t-channel
(and similar u-channel) process involving two
instances of the well measured boson-quark
couplings and the s-channel process involv-
ing triple gauge couplings, shown in Figure 1.
The TGCs can in general be functions of the
invariant mass of the final state bosons
√
sˆ,
so measurements at the Tevatron compli-
ment previous measurements at LEP because
they probe larger values of
√
sˆ. Furthermore,
theWZ final state, which is not accessible in
e+e− collisions, isolates the WWZ coupling
from WWγ.
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Fig. 1. Dominant diagrams in the production of bo-
son pairs: (a) t-channel (b) s-channel.
Of the heavy diboson processes, WW
production is the largest with a standard
model next-to-leading order (NLO) predic-
tion of σ(WW )NLO = 12.4 ± 0.8 pb , fol-
lowed by WZ production with an NLO pre-
diction of σ(WZ)NLO = 3.7 ± 0.1 pb.2 Sec-
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tion 2 of this report covers measurements of
the WW cross-section; Section 3 describes
measurements of the triple gauge couplings
in WW production, and Section 4 presents
the first evidence for WZ production.
2. WW cross-section
Both CDF and DØ have measured the WW
production cross-section in the all leptonic
final state lνl′ν, where l, l′ = e or µ. Al-
though this is the lowest branching fraction
final state of WW decay (4.6%), it has sig-
nificantly lower backgrounds than the other
final states, which all involve hadronic jets.
The presence of neutrinos is identified as
lack momentum balance in the plane trans-
verse to the beam using the missing trans-
verse energy variable ~E/T ≡
∑
i Einˆ
i
T , where
nˆiT is the transverse component of a unit
vector connecting the interaction point to a
calorimeter cell i and Ei is the energy depo-
sition in that cell. DØ requires E/T ≡ | ~E/T | >
30(ee), 40(µµ), 20(eµ) GeV while CDF re-
quires E/T > 25 GeV for all final states.
The primary backgrounds to the ll′E/T
final state are from W → lν with an asso-
ciated jet or photon which is misidentified
as another lepton, Drell-Yan (Z/γ∗) produc-
tion of lepton pairs combined with large false
E/T due to detector effects, tt → WWbb →
ll′ννbb, and other heavy dibosons, either
WZ → lllν, with a lost lepton, or ZZ →
llνν. The predicted composition of the se-
lected sample in the CDF analysis is shown
in Table 1.
After selection of events with two lep-
tons, significant E/T and a jet veto to sup-
press the tt background, CDF observes 95
events in 825 pb−1 of data with an expected
background of 37.8±0.9(stat.)±4.7(syst.)3
and DØ observes 25 events in 224−252 pb−1
of data with an expected background of
8.1±0.6(stat)± 0.6(sys)±0.5(lumi).4 These
observations correspond to cross-sections of
σ(WW ) = 13.6 ± 2.3(stat) ± 1.6(sys) ±
Table 1. Expected composition
and observed yield for the CDF
WW analysis.
Mode Events ± Stat ± Syst
Drell-Yan 11.8 ± 0.8 ± 3.1
W+jets 11.0 ± 0.5 ± 3.2
WZ + ZZ 7.9 ± 0.0 ± 0.8
Wγ 6.8 ± 0.2 ± 1.4
tt 0.2 ± 0.0 ± 0.0
Sum Bkg 37.8 ± 0.9 ± 4.7
WW 52.4 ± 0.1 ± 4.3
Expected 90.2± 0.9 ± 6.4
Data 95
1.2(lum) pb (CDF) and σ(WW ) =
13.8+4.3
−3.8(stat)
+1.2
−0.9(sys)±0.9(lum) pb (DØ ),
both of which are consistent with a NLO cal-
culation of the standard model expectation.
3. Triple gauge couplings in WW
and WZ
The s-channel WW production process
(shown in Figure 1b) has contributions from
bothWWγ andWWZ TGCs while the WZ
process only gets a contribution from the
WWZ vertex. DØ has set limits on anoma-
lous couplings in the WW → ll′νν sample
described above.
CDF has recently probed the TGCs in
the combination of WW and WZ modes us-
ing the lνjj final state, where l = e or µ.
While the background in the lνjj is dramat-
ically larger than the purely leptonic final
states due to the pp → W+jets process, the
branching fractions are ≈6.5 times higher for
WW and ≈10 times higher for WZ. Be-
cause anomalous TGCs are expected to en-
hance the high W transverse momentum re-
gion, where the backgrounds from W+jets
are smaller, the lνjj final state can be sen-
sitive to anomalous couplings even without
observation of the standard model processes.
The TGCs are parameterized by adding
terms with variable coupling constants to the
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Fig. 2. Distributions which are fit for triple gauge couplings: (a) leading lepton pT in the ll
′νν final state
at DØ and (b) leptonically decaying W pT in the lνjj final state at CDF.
standard model Lagrangian
LWWV = igV1 (WµνWµV ν −WµVνWµν)
+ iκVWµWνV
µν +
iλV
M2W
WλµW
µ
ν V
νλ,
where κγ = κZ = g
Z
1 = 1 and λZ = λγ =
0 in the standard model. These couplings
can be related to the electric and magnetic
dipole and quadrupole moments of the W
and Z. In general the coupling constants α =
κγ , κZ , g
Z
1 , λZ , and λγ can be functions of the
invariant mass of the diboson pair
√
sˆ. As a
simplification, both experiments assume the
functional form α(sˆ) = α0/(1+sˆ/(2 TeV)
2)2,
which turns off the couplings at very large sˆ
where the couplings would violate unitarity.
In order to further simplify the coupling pa-
rameter space, the equal coupling scheme is
used, ∆κ ≡ κγ−1 = κZ−1 and λ ≡ λZ = λγ
with gZ1 = 0. Other simplifications of the pa-
rameter space have also been studied.
DØ sets limits on the anomalous cou-
pling constants using the ll′νν sample by fit-
ting the leading lepton pT spectrum as shown
in Figure 2a). The figure shows the effect
on the shape of the spectrum due to anoma-
lous couplings near the current bounds. CDF
performs a similar fit to the pT spectrum of
the leptonically decaying W in the lνjj final
state (Figure 2b). The results of these fits are
−0.32 < ∆κ < 0.45 and −0.29 < λ < 0.30
(DØ) and −0.51 < ∆κ < 0.44 and −0.28 <
λ < 0.28 (CDF).
4. Search for WZ production
Both CDF and DØ search forWZ in the lll′ν
final state (l, l′ = e or µ) which has a com-
bined branching fraction of 1.8%, including
contributions from τ → lνν where l = e or
µ. The small standard model prediction for
the WZ cross-section makes this a very low
rate signal, so both experiments have opti-
mized their lepton selection criteria to max-
imize efficiency and acceptance.
The dominant backgrounds in these
searches are Z → ll with a jet or photon
misidentified as a lepton and ZZ → lll′l′
where one lepton is not reconstructed. As
shown in Figure 3, these backgrounds are
both strongly suppressed by requiring the
event to have E/T > 25 GeV (CDF), 20 GeV
(DØ).
CDF observes 2 events expecting 3.72
± 0.02(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) WZ signal
events and 0.92 ± 0.07(stat.) +0.16
−0.10(syst.)
background events using 825 pb−1 of data.
Based on this CDF sets an upper limit of
σ(WZ) < 6.3 pb at 95% CL. DØ observes
12 events with an expectation of 7.5 ± 1.2
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Fig. 3. The E/
T
distribution for WZ → lll′ν can-
didate events at CDF showing the power of the E/
T
requirement for suppressing backgrounds.
signal and 3.6± 0.2 background events using
800 pb−1 of data. This constitutes 3.3σ evi-
dence forWZ production and corresponds to
a cross-section of σ(WZ) = 4.0+1.9
−1.5 pb, con-
sistent with the standard model prediction.
The distributions of the observed events in
the dilepton invariant mass versus E/T plane
show that signal events cluster near the Z
mass and values of E/T consistent with ex-
pectation (Figure 4).
5. Summary
With the increasingly large accumulated
datasets at the Tevatron, CDF and DØ are
probing electroweak diboson production with
new sensitivity. Cross-section and triple
gauge coupling measurements for the WW
final state are becoming increasingly precise,
while the first evidence for WZ production
has just been seen.
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